ACTIVITIES @ ADARE
Effective 1 February 2016

Amazing Race
In tribes, participants negotiate a series of challenging activities that requires a high level of team
work to be successful.
Aqua Adventure
When you don’t want to go to the beach we bring the water to you. Tribes work together in series
of fun and engaging activities. Make sure you are not wearing your Sunday bests because chances are
you will get wet.
Beach Games
In tribes, participants undertake a number of
competitive beach activities designed to
maximize teamwork and encourage physical
participation – a great way to start camp.
Brain Twister
Tribes are subjected to a series of team
activities that require ‘out of the box’ thinking if
the Tribe is to be successful.
The CACTUS
At the end of big camp we step it up a notch, tribes work together all over camp and down at the
beach to earn equipment for a camp wide game, the winner of which has their name written down in
history as the victors of their school for that year.

Challenge Course
In Tribes, participants navigate their way through a series of
challenging activities that require teamwork and initiative to
achieve success.
Crate Stacking
Its time to build! Participants engage in a daring team
building activity where they need to build and climb their
milk crate tower before it collapses.
Dry Raft Making
Select your equipment carefully because it is all you have to
navigate the course, with your tribe as fast as you can with
the minimum of disturbance to your precious cargo.

Escape the Room
Participants need to work together to solve puzzles, riddles and other challenges, put all the clues
together to complete the ultimate challenge of escaping the room.
Expedition
To be able to look back over the cliffs towards the Bluff after climbing up a big hill is a thing of
beauty. Students have the opportunity to hike 14km of the world famous Hysen Trail.
Flying Kiwi
Participants are raised 15 meters above the ground by their fellow tribe members, experiencing
what a jet plane feels during a take off.
Kayaking
Explore Hindmarsh River in a safe flat water environment, a great way to introduce students to this
water sport. You will need to encourage tribe mates and cooperate, if you are going to successfully
navigate the river in a double Kayak.
Lost at Sea
If it was you and 3 friends floating in the middle of the ocean, how well would you survive until
rescue came? Can you convince the others in the boat to keep vital equipment? The decisions you
make might be the difference to survival and failure.
Mountain Bikes
Riders undertake a competency skills test followed by a ride along one of the local bike paths.
There are different journeys we can take, depending on the skill or the riders
Parachute Games
A sensory experience where tribes use a giant parachute in various ways, enjoying the colour,
texture and unique way it moves adds an extra element to otherwise simple activities.
Survivor Challenge
Based on the theme of the TV show Survivor, participants undertake a number of challenging
activities to explore the dynamics of effective teamwork and experimental learning.
Team Relay Challenge
Racing against other tribes sounds easy, but if you are in a sake, on a moon bouncer, tied to one or
many other tribe members, it starts becoming more of a challenge. You will need to work together
if you want to come away with the points in Team Relay Challenge
Treasure Hunt
Equipped with torches, treasure hunters enter the basement on their hands and knees of the historic
Adare House in search of missing treasure.
Water Obstacle Course
Participants engage in a series of water based obstacles. Success is dependent upon the Tribe’s level
of teamwork, cooperation, encouragement and willingness to get wet and muddy.

